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Alexander Bradfisch: new CEO of Glutz AG
Starting on 01/01/2017, the industrial manager and
international business economist will lead the company.
‘Every day is a gift’ – is Alexander Bradfisch's motto for informing and inspiring his colleagues and
co-workers each day.
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Editorial
Valued business partner,
The new year begins with a
major change for all of Glutz
AG. Effective 01 January
2017, I am the new Chief Executive Officer and replacement for Peter Riedweg at
the head of Glutz. He has
made a valuable contribution
to the company and I will
do my best to further the
development of Glutz. I am
glad to be able to work in
such an innovative and tradition-conscious company and
I am excited to establish new
partnerships and contacts.
An early highlight of the
new year takes place in
mid-January: the Bau
trade fair in Munich. We are
presenting our new products
for access control and our
design products. With this
trade fair appearance, Glutz
demonstrates its traditional
strength in locking technology and the production of
high-quality door components.
Over the course of the year,
we will present new products, interesting construction projects and exciting
innovations.
I hope you enjoy reading this
issue of Glutz Inside and I
look forward to a successful
and productive collaboration.
Sincerely yours

Alexander Bradfisch
CEO
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CEO Alexander Bradfisch
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“Security, innovation and consistency are the values for
which Glutz has stood for more
than 150 years. I will do my
part to contribute to this tradition and I would like to cordially invite all Glutz employees, customers and partners to
also be a part of this history.”
CEO Alexander Bradfisch
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Bau 2017 in Munich:
Glutz presents access solutions - secure,
comfortable and state-of-the-art
Glutz is appearing at Bau
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Custom total solution
from Glutz

The Nußdorf Debant residence and assistance facility focuses on
consistent quality – which is why they have 100% faith in Glutz.
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The Glutz access system
in the Nußdorf Debant
residence and care
facility impresses with its
comprehensive product
range, consistent design
and top quality:

 00 electronic
1
wireless access points
in a special satin
brass finish
24 wireless repeaters
11 wall readers

